
Date 09-Nov-2003

Hare Dormouse/Velcro

Venue Dawesgreen

On On The Seven Stars
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DO YOU THINK I  MEANT
COUNTRY MATTERS?

YES,  S INCE YOU ASK. .

took a dim view of this. In fact
have you noticed the
prevalent view Surrey cows
adopt of the hash? More
dismissive than suspicious; a
fine and dignified scorn, a
placid contempt for our
antics. In another field a crow
was trying to eat our flour; is
this a clue to problems we
have experienced in the past?

Well, we got fine and fertile
fields lying fallow, we got
arable, we got meadows... All
very agricultural. And trees,
to be sure, but in the thin grey
drizzle of the day the colours
were subfusc, muted; only
true autumn connoisseurs
could appreciate their quality.

Another feature of the run
was the Now you see them,
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now you don’t behaviour of
our front runners. Much of
the middle passage revealed
Cool Box and Grab Arse in
front  (yes, I do mean Cool
Box, I was there to witness
this), but they were defeated
by an elaborate back check.
That led to the dominance of
Stag and Svend, even though
the latter had tried to be far
too clever at the first check,
and was hopelessly split off
from our company (as it
seemed). But you can’t keep a
good man down; not only did
Svend return to glory, Grab
Arse re-appeared to lead us
in. Followed by Body Shop,
who was always somewhere
in contention.

Some of the checks had

In fact Ophelia replies “I
think nothing, my lord” which
suggests she knew our hash
habits (THINKING???). He
makes a joke of it: “That’s a
fair thought to lie between a
maid’s legs”.  “What is, my
lord?” To which he answers -
do you remember Olivier’s
gesture, making an O with
thumb and forefinger? -
“Nothing”....

As you can see, the only
bawdy you get in your run
sheet these days is strictly
classical...

What we certainly did get
was country matters. The
front runners in one field had
to steer from cow pat to cow
pat to find any flour; the cows

solutions A VERY LONG  way
from the circle; Cool Box felt
this was only right, given the
open nature of the scenery.
What I can say - Piercy please
note - is that your own FRB,
despite his reputation, was the
one who persevered far
enough to solve two of the
longest.....

I should also report that the
trail was so well laid that we all
finished more or less together
- and all going the same way!

This allowed the GM to start
the Circle mercifully early, first
with the result of the Wales vs
England match, then with the
news that he is blessed with a
pink thing 3” long, by which
he meant a driving licence. No
news yet of his insurance

premium, but a friend was
quoted £24,000 p.a. for his
vehicle.... Then he toasted the
returners, including Slacknuts,
Stag, Rudolf and our very own
Country Bumpkin..... I ought
also to mention a previously
unknown Paul who had helped
lay the trail.

The RA called in Scud for his
ability to stride over stiles; it
looked very like the Ministry
for Silly Walks. Also Eric, for
looking like Eric; it is alleged
that the 20 best ways of
keeping fit include hashing,
and he was chosen as our
model.... (Actually this is
alarming; is hashing to
become known to the Great
British public??) Grab Arse
was called in for misbehaviour

during the Silence; he then
misbehaved again, by hiding,
emptying his mug, and
sneaking back into the Circle.
He was duly punished further.

Then we had the RA making
announcements, about tickets
for the Christmas Party -
please note that Santa Claus
will appear on Sunday 7th, not
the 6th, his true feast day - and
for the 1500th.

Made Marion has a further
announcement, as follows:

NEXT WEEK: WINE FOR
THE 1500TH IS TO BE
TASTED AT THE CIRCLE.
DRINK, GIVE YOUR
OPINION, AND THEN BE
SILENT EVER AFTER...

ON ON          FRB



Directions:

A3 to Milford. At second set of lights follow signs for A286
Petworth. Drive through Witley and Wormley, passing the
King Edward School; just after railway bridge turn right for the
train station and park in their car park.  NB! Wine tasting for
the 1500th wine at the Circle: drink up or shut up!
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47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey
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Run 1492

Date 16-Nov-2003

Hare Shagger

Venue Witley Station

On On The Woodpigeon

SSA

OS (186) 949 381

1493 23-Nov Tosser

1494 30-Nov Eric the .....

1495a 06-Dec Icepyck/Dr Death Pre Party Run

1495 07-Dec Icepyck/Hans d S St Nicholas run

1496 14-Dec Hare Wanted

1497 21-Dec GG/ Golden Balls

1498 28-Dec Tequil’Over/Chun

1499 04-Jan Mother Brown

1500a 10-Jan World and Wife Ewhurst

1500b 11-Jan Le Tout Ensemble Ewhurst

Hares! T-Shirt  is at:  lindab106@ hotmail.com

           DR JOHNSON AND THE HASH
No man but a blockhead ever wrote, except for money.
(So much for hash scribes......)

Faults and defects every work of man must have. Even
the weekly Runsheet....

All intellectual improvement arises from leisure.So that
is why we hash on Sunday mornings....

The true art of memory is the art of attention. Now
explain why we recall so little of what the GM and the
RA said.....

Nothing is more hopeless than a scheme of merriment.
No hash comment seems to be needed!

   SH3 Christmas Party                                     
Saturday 6th December

   Ramada Hotel, East Horsley
Drinks:  7pm Dinner:  7.30pm
£33 for Surrey Hash members £36 guests

 Pre-party run· Pre-dinner
drinks· 3 course dinner· ½ bottle of wine·
Christmas novelties· Disco and dancing

Rooms: Double (sharing) £30.95  Single TBA

Tickets:  Arfer Pint, G&T, Bonn Bugle, T. Shirt

All Sunday Runs Start at 11:00 AM SHARP


